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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
 This chapter gives review from what derived on the discussion section 
based on the research question. For further research, the writer gives suggestion 
that can be use by other researcher.  
5.1. Conclusion 
 Based on the research question, it shows that in order paraphrasing, 
students mostly used strategy to transform a word into is synonym. However, the 
research shows that while transforming the synonym, students still placing 
inappropriate synonym. In relation to the fulfillment of good paraphrase 
standards, the analyses showed that almost all paraphrases already fulfill the 
standard of good paraphrase with the percentage 75%.  
5.2. Suggestion 
 Due to the limitation of time while conducting this research, the writer 
suggests to manage the effectiveness of time to obtain the source of data since the 
data should be skripsi and original sources that student used to form paraphrase. 
The writer also suggests the next researcher to use additional source like thesaurus 
to check the synonym while analyzing the data, and last, the researcher suggests 
involving the students which the skripsi is used to be analyzed.  
